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ABSTRACT

Mo-Si-B alloys possessing melting points exceeding 2000°C are promising candidates for high temperature structural applications outperforming the service temperatures of the currently employed Ni-based superalloys. However, their oxidation behaviour is poor, in particular at temperatures below 1000°C, suffering from evaporation of MoO₃. Application of protective coatings forming continuous silica/borosilicate scales is a viable approach to enhance the oxidation resistance. In the combustion environments of gas turbines, however, the oxide scales require environmental protection by ceramic topcoats which can moreover operate as thermal barrier coatings (TBCs). In the present feasibility study, Mo-9Si-8B (at.%) specimens were coated with different 5 - 10 µm thick oxidation protective layers produced by magnetron sputtering. Their chemical compositions in at.% were Mo-70Al, Mo-46Si-24B, Mo-37Si-15B and Mo-47Si-24Al. On the pre-oxidised coated samples, ceramic topcoats of 7 wt.% yttria partially stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and gadolinium zirconate (GZO) were applied using electron-beam physical vapour deposition. The thickness of the TBCs was in the range between 145 and 160 µm. The specimens with the different TBC systems were exposed to air at 1000°C for periods between 20 and 100 h. Post-oxidation cross-sectional analyses were carried out to study microstructural characteristics of the coated specimens.
Both as-deposited YSZ and GZO topcoats exhibited good adhesion to the pre-oxidised bond coats. After 20 h of exposure to air at 1000°C, the Mo-70Al bond coat was entirely degraded in the region near the suspension hole related to oxidation of uncoated substrate material. In contrast, the YSZ topcoat was tightly-adherent to the borosilicate scale grown on the Mo-46Si-24B bond coat. Similar results were obtained for GZO topcoats deposited on Mo-46Si-24B and Mo-37Si-15B bond coats. The TBC system consisting of GZO topcoat and Mo-47Si-24Al bond coat, which formed a mixed scale of silica and mullite-like oxides, survived 100 h at 1000°C. However, after this exposure time, the bond coats were approaching their lifetime due to the low layer thickness. Oxidation of the Mo-Si-B substrate occurring at unprotected areas around the suspension hole of the sample caused substantial degradation of the outer region of the GZO topcoat due to chemical reaction between MoO₃ and Gd₂Zr₂O₇. This corrosion attack led to complete destruction of the TBC systems after 10 h of exposure at 1300°C.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Refractory metal composites are considered as candidates for ultrahigh temperature applications in gas-turbine engines outperforming the service temperatures of the currently used Ni-based superalloys [1-3]. These Mo- and Nb-based materials possess multiphase microstructures containing a metallic solid solution and one or more intermetallics, predominantly silicides, to achieve balanced properties required for structural applications [4,5]. A weakness of these composites is the poor oxidation resistance of the metallic constituent forming non-protective oxides [1,4,6]. To improve their oxidation resistance without decline of mechanical properties, environmental protective coatings are likely to be applied [7,8].

Mo-Si-B alloys are recently a focus of research and development [3,9-11]. These alloys with a typical chemical composition of Mo-9Si-8B (in at.%) exhibit a three-phase microstructure consisting of $\alpha$-Mo solid solution (Mo$_{ss}$) and the two Mo-silicides Mo$_3$Si (A15) and Mo$_5$SiB$_2$ (called T2). With melting points around 2000°C, they possess high strength and excellent creep resistance at elevated temperatures [3,8-11]. Their oxidation behaviour is characterised by the pesting phenomenon, a rapid destructive oxidation leading to disintegration of the material, at intermediate temperatures (around 700°C) and by an initial mass loss followed by a state with considerably reduced mass change at temperatures above 1000°C [4,12]. For Mo-Si-B alloys, oxidation resistant coatings have been developed which rely on the formation of protective borosilicate or alumina scales [7,13]. These coatings were produced by pack cementation or magnetron sputtering [14-17]. Generally, they comprised a diffusion barrier layer to hamper silicon and aluminium diffusion into the substrate, and an outer layer forming silica/borosilicate or alumina scales. The diffusion barrier consisted of the Mo$_5$SiB$_2$ phase, which exhibits a low silicon diffusion coefficient, and/or the MoB phase [7,18]. Outer MoSi$_2$ and Al$_8$Mo$_3$ oxidation protective layers were applied. The MoSi$_2$ phase as well as the Mo$_5$Si$_3$
phase, to which MoSi₂ transforms due to depletion of Si consumed by silica formation and diffusion into the substrate, have to be saturated with boron. Boron supplied by the Mo₅SiB₂ and MoB phases accelerates the formation of a continuous borosilicate scale by reducing the viscosity of slowly growing silica layers and was found to prevent pesting oxidation of both molybdenum silicides [19,20].

For exposure at temperatures above 1200°C, silica is the most appropriate protective scale because its growth rate at those temperatures is lower than that of alumina [21]. However, in gas turbine combustion environments, silica is not stable due to water vapour corrosion [22]. Therefore, environmental barrier coatings (EBCs) are required to prevent degradation of silica associated with the formation of volatile Si(OH)₄, similarly to environmental protection of Si-based ceramics such as SiC/SiC composites or Si₃N₄. For the latter potential ultra-high temperature materials, extensive studies were performed to develop effective environmental barrier coatings, including rare earth silicates, mullite and barium strontium aluminosilicate (BSAS) [23,24]. Yttria partially stabilised zirconia (YSZ) is also considered to possess durability in water vapour containing environment as evidenced by its successful application on components in gas turbine environments [22,23]. YSZ is the standard material for thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) on gas turbine components to increase their operating temperature and/or their lifetime [25,26]. The service temperatures of YSZ are limited to about 1200°C due to phase stability and sintering effect [27]. For higher temperatures, TBCs of gadolinium zirconate (Gd₂Zr₂O₇, GZO) were developed exhibiting a pyrochlore structure stable up to 1500°C [28]. Both YSZ and GZO TBCs have been applied on Ni-based superalloys with alumina forming bond coats. For GZO topcoat, however, Gd₂Zr₂O₇ was found to be incompatible with alumina forming GdAlO₃ [29]. Therefore, for long-term exposure an intermediate YSZ layer is probably required to prevent chemical reactions between GZO and the thermally grown oxide (TGO) [30].
The oxidation protective layers on Mo-Si-B alloys are predominantly silica/borosilicate formers. Studies on environmental/thermal barrier coatings with silica forming bond coats are scarce. Excellent performance was observed for YSZ TBCs on Nb-silicide composites with a silicide bond coat which were subjected to furnace cycling and jet-engine thermal simulation testing up to 1370°C and 1650°C, respectively [5]. YSZ and GZO topcoats were also applied on Nb/Nb5Si3-based alloys with complex silicide coatings forming chromia/silica scales. Lifetimes up to 1000 cycles (60/10 minutes at high/ambient temperatures) were obtained for these E/TBC systems from furnace cycling tests [31,32]. For Mo-Si-B alloys, only one study on thermal barrier coatings has been published in the literature [33,34]. In the latter work, a multi-layer architecture was proposed with mullite TBC and BSAS EBC on top. As precursor material for the formation of compositionally graded mullite, Al-Si coatings were investigated being adhesive and compatible with the Mo-Si-B substrate.

In the present study, TBC systems with YSZ and GZO topcoats were applied on Mo-9Si-8B substrate materials. Oxidation protective coatings forming scales of aluminium borate, borosilicate and a mixture of silica and mullite-like oxides were used as bond coats produced by magnetron sputtering. The potential of those TBC systems was studied by cross-sectional examinations after short-term exposure at 1000°C in air.

2 EXPERIMENTAL

The substrate material used were mechanically alloyed and sintered rods with the nominal composition Mo-9Si-8B (in at.%) supplied by Plansee SE, Reutte, Austria. Flat rectangular specimens with 15×10 mm² in size were machined by spark erosion. The thickness was 1 or 2 mm; and the surfaces were ground to a 2500-grit surface finish. The samples had a 1 mm
diameter hole near the rim for handling during the coating deposition. On these coupons, four different bond coats were deposited using magnetron sputtering. Their chemical compositions in at.% were Mo-70Al, Mo-46Si-24B, Mo-37Si-15B and Mo-47Si-24Al (in at.%). The 5 – 10 µm thick as-sputtered coatings were amorphous and, therefore, they were annealed in vacuum at 725°C (Mo-70Al) and 900°C (other coatings) to achieve crystalline structures. Some of the specimens had a 2 µm thick intermediate diffusion barrier layer of the Mo₅SiB₂ (T2) phase (between substrate and bond coat) also produced by magnetron sputtering and annealing treatment. Details of the manufacture of the diffusion barrier and the bond coats are described elsewhere [16,17,35]. After annealing the coupons with bond coats were pre-oxidised in air at 800°C for 20 h to form a thin oxide scale to furnish adhesion of the TBC.

On the pre-oxidised coated samples, ceramic topcoats of 7 wt.% yttria partially stabilized zirconia and gadolinium zirconate were applied using electron-beam physical vapour deposition (EB-PVD). The thickness of the TBCs was in the range between 145 and 160 µm. The specimens with GZO topcoat had an intermediate T2 barrier layer to impede degradation of the bond coat by interdiffusion. The different TBC systems were exposed to air at 1000°C for periods between 20 and 100 h and at 1300°C for 10 h. When tested at 1000°C, the samples were removed from the furnace after 20 h, visually inspected and thereafter, if considered intact, put into the furnace for a further high temperature exposure of 20 h dwell time. The TBC systems studied are compiled in Table 1 containing the chemical composition of the bond coats, their phases after vacuum annealing identified by X-ray diffraction, the application of a diffusion barrier as well as the oxidation testing parameters. Post-oxidation cross-sectional analyses were carried out using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 YSZ topcoat

Figure 1 shows a Mo-9Si-8B sample with Mo-70Al bond coat and YSZ topcoat after TBC deposition. The as-deposited YSZ topcoat was tightly-adherent to the thin oxide scale grown on the ~10 µm thick bond coat during the pre-oxidation treatment. The Mo-70Al coating exhibited a two-phase microstructure with a Mo-rich phase embedded in the Al₈Mo₃ matrix. The Mo-rich phase was probably AlMo₃, precipitated due to Al-depletion of the coating caused by interdiffusion and oxide formation during annealing and pre-oxidation. The oxide scale was assumed to consist of a mixture of aluminium borates. As found in a previous study, XRD measurements of Mo-9Si-8B specimens with 9.2 µm thick Mo-70Al oxidation protective layers, which were exposed to air at 800°C and 1000°C for 20 h, indicated the aluminium borates AlBO₃ and Al₅BO₉ in the thermally grown oxide scales [35]. Furthermore, the aluminium borate Al₄B₂O₉ was observed in the outer oxide scale of a Mo-11.2Si-8.1B-7.3Al (at.%) sample which was oxidised in air at 900°C for 24 h [36].

After exposure to air at 1000°C for 20 hours, the Mo-9Si-8B sample with Mo-70Al bond coat and YSZ topcoat exhibited severe oxidation around the unprotected suspension hole (Figure 2a). Such a severe oxidation was also observed on a similar sample with Mo-70Al coating but without ceramic topcoat [35]. On the latter sample, aluminium molybdate formed due to a reaction between aluminium borate and molybdenum trioxide resulting from oxidation of the bare substrate. As revealed by cross-sectional examination, this reaction product penetrated into the inter-columnar gaps of the EB-PVD YSZ topcoat in the region around the suspension hole (Figure 3a). In the filled gaps of the TBC, aluminium and molybdenum were detected by EDS. The Mo-70Al bond coat there was entirely oxidised and oxidation of the Mo-9Si-8B substrate occurred. Thick oxide layers formed and wide gaps were observed leading to
spallation of the TBC (Figure 3a). Furthermore, EDS analysis of the oxides suggested a chemical reaction between silica and zirconia (ZrSiO₄ formation) as well as between Mo-, Y-, Zr-oxides. Away from the suspension hole, however, the bond coat was largely still intact, albeit entirely oxidised at several areas (Figure 3b). A crevice was mostly observed between bond coat and YSZ topcoat. This delamination might be related to cross-section preparation. It has to be noted, however, that the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of aluminium borate ((3-5)×10⁻⁶ K⁻¹ [37]) is lower than that of alumina ((8-9.2)×10⁻⁶ K⁻¹ [38]), causing higher thermal stresses in the system YSZ/aluminium borate in comparison to YSZ/alumina applied on Ni-based superalloys. However, the oxidation protection of the used Al₈Mo₃ coating is not clear due to interference with oxidation of the substrate material at uncoated areas around the suspension hole [35]. The thickness of the bond coat has probably to be increased to enhance the oxidation protection capability; and oxidation of the Mo-Si-B substrate resulting in the formation of volatile MoO₃ has to be avoided by a perfectly protective coating. A 100 µm thick Al₈Mo₃ coating with Mo₅SiB₂ diffusion barrier interlayer was expected to provide oxidation protection to Mo-Si-B alloys for more than 1000 h at 1300°C [39].

For the TBC systems with YSZ topcoat and Mo-46Si-24B bond coat, neither significant oxidation nor chemical reaction were observed at areas around the suspension hole after exposure to air at 1000°C for 20 h (Figure 2b). The ceramic topcoat exhibited good adhesion to the formed oxide scale (Figure 4). The basket-weave structure visible in the lower part of the TBC was related to the twofold rotation of the samples over the EB-PVD source during deposition of the ceramic topcoat. Below the TGO, the remaining bond coat was observed. Its chemical composition measured by EDS analysis correlated to the MoSi₂ phase. As reported in our previous paper on magnetron sputtered oxidation protection coatings for Mo-9Si-8B alloys, the TGO consisted of borosilicate [16]. In the latter study, an about 2 µm thick
intermediate Mo₅SiB₂ barrier layer was applied between the ~5 µm thick Mo-45Si-25B coating and the Mo-Si-B substrate (no ceramic topcoat was deposited). The oxidation protective coating, being amorphous in the as-sputtered condition, transformed into a crystalline microstructure with the MoSi₂ and MoB phases during the annealing treatment. The annealed Mo-45Si-25B coating comprised an outer porous columnar layer and an inner dense MoSi₂ layer. During exposure to air at 800°C and 1000°C for up to 100 h, a protective borosilicate scale formed. The outer columnar region of the coating was entirely oxidised [16]. In the present work, no intermediate diffusion barrier layer was used for TBC systems with YSZ topcoat (development and manufacture of Mo₅SiB₂ interlayers by magnetron sputtering were carried out at a later date and, after optimisation of the process parameters, diffusion barriers were applied for GZO TBCs). Therefore, an accelerated degradation of the bond coat by interdiffusion happened. Cross-sectional analysis revealed that more than half of the bond coat with an initial thickness of approximately 5 µm was consumed after 20 h of exposure at 1000°C due to oxide scale formation and diffusion of silicon into the substrate (Figure 4b). A chemical reaction between YSZ and TGO was not observed after this short high temperature exposure. The YSZ topcoat did not spall off after removal of the coated sample from the furnace. In the cross-section of this sample, however, crevices between topcoat and TGO were largely observed. These gaps might be related to cross-section preparation or to thermal stresses. CTE values for the different materials of the TBC system are: (10-11)×10⁻⁶ K⁻¹ for YSZ [40], (3-4)×10⁻⁶ K⁻¹ for borosilicate glasses [41-43], (8-10)×10⁻⁶ K⁻¹ for MoSi₂ [44], and (5.8-6.7)×10⁻⁶ K⁻¹ for Mo-Si-B alloys [45]. With increasing thickness of the borosilicate scale, thermal stresses will be an issue due to the large mismatch in CTE between borosilicate and YSZ. Glass additives might be useful to enhance the CTE of the TGO and, thus, to mitigate thermal stresses.
3.2 Gadolinium zirconate topcoat

Figure 5a shows the TBC system composed of GZO topcoat and Mo-46Si-24B bond coat after 20 h of exposure to air at 1000°C. In contrast to the TBC system with YSZ topcoat, an intermediate Mo₅SiB₂ (T2) diffusion barrier layer was applied to mitigate the degradation of the oxidation protective coating by interdiffusion. The bond coat consisted of an outer loose columnar and an inner dense MoSi₂ layer, as reported previously [16]. Below the T2 diffusion barrier, areas of MoSi₂ were found formed by silicon diffusing through cracks in the T2 interlayer into the Mo-rich substrate. The roughness of the outer columnar region of the bond coat, occurring after the vacuum annealing treatment [16], impaired the initial growth of the GZO topcoat in the root area and pores very often formed above the depressions. However, during the continuous deposition process, the topcoat developed a columnar structure typically for EB-PVD TBCs. The corrugated root area was nearly pore-free, suggesting a chemical reaction between GZO and the oxide scale. Evidence of incompatibility of GZO with the TGO was also provided by cross-sectional examination of a Mo-Si-B sample with this TBC system which was exposed to air at 1000°C for 40 h. An approximately 2 μm thick dense zone was observed between the borosilicate scale and the GZO columns (Figure 5b). In this area, Mo and Si were detected by EDS analysis. Concentrations of about 5 at.% were determined.

A chemical reaction also occurred in the outer region of the GZO topcoat near the suspension hole of the Mo-9Si-8B sample with Mo-46Si-24B bond coat. After 40 h of exposure to air at 1000°C, this corroded region exhibited a layered structure (Figure 6a). EDS elemental mapping revealed Zr- and Mo-enriched layers with the chemical composition 20Zr-4Gd-6Mo-70O and 11Zr-8Gd-10Mo-71O (at.%), respectively (Figure 6b). XRD pattern indicated the phases Gd₂(MoO₄)₃, ZrO₂, Gd₂O₃ and MoO₂ (Figure 7). The Gd₂(MoO₄)₃ phase was also confirmed by XRD analysis of powdered GZO scratched off from the area around the
suspension hole. Therefore, the Mo-rich layers presumably consisted of Gd$_2$(MoO$_4$)$_3$, whereas the Zr-rich layers might be composed of ZrO$_2$ with additions of Gd$_2$O$_3$ and MoO$_2$. The corrosion of the outer GZO region was likely associated with the oxidation of the substrate at the unprotected areas around the suspension hole resulting in the formation of volatile MoO$_3$, which then reacted with GZO. A similar chemical reaction was observed on Mo-Si-B specimens with Al$_8$Mo$_3$ coatings at areas near the suspension hole, leading to the formation of Al$_2$(MoO$_4$)$_3$ [35].

This hot corrosion phenomenon was observed for all TBC systems with GZO topcoat. It is illustrated in Figure 8 showing macrographs of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with T2 diffusion barrier and Mo-37Si-15B bond coat after TBC deposition and after exposure to air at 1000°C for 20 h. Whereas the GZO had a white appearance after deposition (Figure 8a), high temperature corrosion occurred around the suspension hole during exposure to air at 1000°C for 20 h, discernible by the yellowish region (Figure 8b). Far away from the suspension hole, the GZO topcoat was intact. This was confirmed by cross-sectional examination showing deep corrosion attack in the outer part of the GZO topcoat close to the suspension hole (Figure 9a), whereas no corrosion occurred at farther areas (Figure 9b).

Figure 10 shows the Mo-37Si-15B bond coat deposited on the T2 diffusion barrier after exposure at 1000°C for 20 h. The bond coat exhibited high porosity and a multi-phase microstructure containing the MoSi$_2$, Mo$_5$Si$_3$ and MoB phases, as identified by XRD measurements of similar coatings after vacuum annealing [16,35]. A thin borosilicate scale grew on the bond coat. The GZO topcoat revealed excellent adhesion to this TGO. Again, molybdenum (~6 at.%) and silicon (~3 at.%) were detected in the root area of the TBC, but the reaction zone between GZO and TGO appeared to be narrow.
Similar results were obtained for the TBC system with GZO topcoat, Mo-47Si-24Al bond coat and T2 diffusion barrier. Again, the surface region of the GZO topcoat suffered substantial corrosion attack during high temperature exposure. As shown in Figure 11, the GZO topcoat was well adherent to the oxide scale grown on the bond coat after 100 h of exposure to air at 1000°C. The TGO was probably composed of silica and mullite-like inclusions. In a previous study, SiO$_2$ and a mullite-like phase (Al$_2$SiO$_5$) were identified by XRD measurements of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with Mo-48Si-24Al coating which was exposed to air at 1000°C for 100 h [17]. The coating, consisting of C40-Mo(Si,Al)$_2$ phase after vacuum annealing, transformed into the MoSi$_2$ and Mo$_5$Si$_3$ phases due to consumption of Al and Si by oxide formation. In the root area of the GZO topcoat up to 6 at.% Mo were detected by EDS analysis, indicating diffusion of molybdenum into the TBC. However, the reaction between GZO and the TGO composed of silica and mullite-like oxides was less pronounced in comparison to the borosilicate scale formed on the Mo-46Si-24B bond coat (see Figure 5), suggesting a better compatibility of GZO with the former TGO.

When exposed to air at 1300°C, the targeted service temperature for Mo-Si-B materials, the samples with GZO topcoat and various bond coats were heavily damaged and the TBC systems were entirely degraded after 10 h of exposure (Figure 12). Obviously, the increase of exposure temperature to 1300°C drastically aggravated the corrosion attack associated with the chemical reaction between MoO$_3$ and Gd$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$ and led to rapid deterioration of the bond coat, resulting in severe destruction of the samples.

To operate at high temperatures up to 1300°C, TBC systems on Mo-Si-B components require significantly thicker bond coats to provide long-term oxidation protection. Effective diffusion barrier have to be applied to retard the degradation of the bond coat by interdiffusion. Localised damage of the environmental protection leading to oxidation of bare substrate
material with formation of volatile MoO$_3$ is detrimental to the GZO topcoat due to strong reaction with molybdenum oxide. The chemical compatibility of GZO with TGO might be a further issue for long-term exposure. GZO was found to be sparsely compatible with alumina requiring an intermediate layer such as YSZ for TBC application [30]. A separating layer has probably to be applied also for bond coats forming silica/borosilicate scales.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Thermal barrier coatings of YSZ and GZO were deposited on Mo-9Si-8B samples using electron-beam physical vapour deposition. Magnetron sputtered 5 - 10 µm thick bond coats were used forming protective oxide scales of aluminium borate, borosilicate and a mixture of silica and mullite-like oxides. After deposition the ceramic topcoats were tightly-adherent to the pre-oxidised bond coats.

The ceramic topcoats exhibited good adhesion to the oxide scales grown on the various bond coats during short-term exposure (20 - 100 h) at 1000°C in air. The chemical compatibility of GZO with a borosilicate scale might be an issue even at 1000°C, which required more detailed studies.

During the high temperature exposure, substrate oxidation occurred at unprotected areas around the suspension hole of the samples, producing volatile MoO$_3$. This molybdenum oxide reacted with the Al-70Mo bond coat and the GZO topcoat causing severe corrosion attack and damage of the samples, in particular at an increased temperature of 1300°C. Such a corrosion attack was not observed on the Mo-9Si-8B sample with YSZ topcoat and Mo-46Si-24B bond coat exposed to air at 1000°C for 20 h.
For long-term operation of these TBC systems, the thickness of the bond coats has to be increased significantly to provide oxidation protection to the Mo-Si-B substrate material. Localised degradation of the coatings, provoking the formation of volatile MoO$_3$, has to be avoided to prevent hot corrosion damage.
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Table 1: TBC systems applied on Mo-9Si-8B samples which were exposed to air at 1000°C and 1300°C for different time periods. For the bond coats, the chemical composition in at.% and the phases evolved during vacuum annealing are given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topcoat</th>
<th>Bond coat Composition/at.%</th>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>T2 interlayer</th>
<th>Testing parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YSZ</td>
<td>Mo-70Al</td>
<td>Al$_3$Mo$_3$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1000 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YSZ</td>
<td>Mo-46Si-24B</td>
<td>MoSi$_2$, MoB</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1000 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZO</td>
<td>Mo-46Si-24B</td>
<td>MoSi$_2$, MoB</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1000 1300 20, 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZO</td>
<td>Mo-37Si-15B</td>
<td>MoSi$_2$, Mo$_5$Si$_3$, MoB</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1000 1300 100 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZO</td>
<td>Mo-47Si-24Al</td>
<td>Mo(Si,Al)$_2$</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1000 1300 100 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure captions

Figure 1: Scanning electron micrographs of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with Mo-70Al bond coat and YSZ topcoat after TBC deposition, showing (a) the TBC system and (b) the transition region between TBC and substrate

Figure 2: Macrographs of Mo-9Si-8B samples with (a) Mo-70Al and (b) Mo-46Si-24B bond coats and YSZ topcoat after exposure to air at 1000°C for 20 h

Figure 3: Scanning electron micrographs of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with Mo-70Al bond coat and YSZ topcoat which was exposed to air at 1000°C for 20 h, showing (a) the corroded TBC system near the suspension hole and (b) the transition region between TBC and substrate farther away from the suspension hole

Figure 4: Scanning electron micrographs of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with Mo-46Si-24B bond coat and YSZ topcoat which was exposed to air at 1000°C for 20 h, showing (a) the TBC system and (b) the transition region between TBC and substrate

Figure 5: Scanning electron micrographs of Mo-9Si-8B samples with T2 barrier layer, Mo-46Si-24B bond coat and GZO topcoat which were exposed to air at 1000°C for (a) 20 h (BSE image) and (b) 40 h (SE image)

Figure 6: (a) Scanning electron micrograph and (b) EDS elemental mapping of the outer topcoat region of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with T2 barrier layer, Mo-46Si-24B bond coat and GZO topcoat which was exposed to air at 1000°C for 40 h
Figure 7: XRD pattern of the outer corroded region of the GZO topcoat deposited on a Mo-9Si-8B sample with T2 barrier layer and Mo-46Si-24B bond coat after exposure to air at 1000°C for 40 h.

Figure 8: Macrographs of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with T2 barrier layer, Mo-37Si-15B bond coat and GZO topcoat (a) after TBC deposition and (b) after exposure to air at 1000°C for 20 h.

Figure 9: Scanning electron micrographs of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with T2 barrier layer, Mo-37Si-15B bond coat and GZO topcoat which was exposed to air at 1000°C for 20 h, showing (a) hot corrosion attack in the outer part of TBC near the suspension hole and (b) intact TBC at areas farther away.

Figure 10: Scanning electron micrograph of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with T2 barrier layer, Mo-37Si-15B bond coat and GZO topcoat which was exposed to air at 1000°C for 20 h.

Figure 11: Scanning electron micrograph of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with T2 barrier layer, Mo-47Si-24Al bond coat and GZO topcoat which was exposed to air at 1000°C for 100 h.

Figure 12: Macrograph of Mo-9Si-8B samples with T2 barrier layer and (a,b) Mo-46Si-24B and (c) Mo-47Si-24Al bond coats and GZO topcoat after exposure to air at 1300°C for 10 h.
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Figure 10: Scanning electron micrograph of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with T2 barrier layer, Mo-37Si-15B bond coat and GZO topcoat which was exposed to air at 1000°C for 20 h
Figure 11: Scanning electron micrograph of a Mo-9Si-8B sample with T2 barrier layer, Mo-47Si-24Al bond coat and GZO topcoat which was exposed to air at 1000°C for 100 h
Figure 12: Macrograph of Mo-9Si-8B samples with T2 barrier layer and (a,b) Mo-46Si-24B and (c) Mo-47Si-24Al bond coats and GZO topcoat after exposure to air at 1300°C for 10 h